
Astria Oboe Trio: incomparably creative 
 
Classic meaning more than traditional is Astria Oboe Trio’s hallmark with their 
surprising arrangements and contemporary cross-overs. Moreover they grant the 
oboe a central place in their creactions, which is daring and even exceptional so say 
the least. Their efforts are being notices and appreciated; proof of which are their 
productions and their performances, in Belgium and abroad.  
 

Yf Bourry, oboist and talented pedagogue, started the ensemble in 2009; Eric Speller and 
Dimitri Mestdag have been companions from the early days onwards. Korneel Alsteens has 
joined recently. From the very start they wanted to promote the oboe and give it a modern 
image. They were however immediately confronted with the limited repertoire for oboe, 
and certainly for a trio.   

In order to extend the repertoire they often asked specialists to translate existing music to 3-
part arrangements for oboe. Erik Desimpelaere and David Bussick have done this on many 
occasions. An example of arrangements are the Lachrimae of John Dowland, which are 
central in the production Seven Tears. Dowland’s old songs were rewritten into a 5 part 
quintet of the double reed family (oboe, oboe d’amore, English horn, bassoon and double 
bassoon) and archlute by Erik Desimpelaere. But apart from this he has also composed new 
works for Astria Oboe Trio. An example is Geloof mij maar niet, where fairy tales of Godfried 
Bomans were structured into sound for oboe, oboe d’amore, English horn, piano and double 
bass.  

The broad music scope Astria Oboe Trio expresses, is always embedded or confronted with 
another palette, such as keyboards, percussion, and is sometimes combined with other art 
forms, including literature and video art.  

Each production results in a unique combination of various music and other art accents with 
each their own approach, feeling and sensations. Each performance is thus a new immersive 
experience which is very much appreciated by the public.  
 

Podium productions of Astria Oboe Trio: 

Confrontations: music of Johann Sebastian Bach, Jan Koetsier, Dobrinka Tabakova, Dirk 
Brossé, Steve Reich and Philip Glass. Performed by Astria Oboe Trio and As One. 
Geloof mij maar niet: music of Erik Desimpelaere, fairy tales of Godfried Bomans. Performed 
by Astria Oboe Trio, Ella Michiels, David and Erik Desimpelaere. 
Love Bade Me Welcome: music of Ralph Vaughan-Williams, performed by Astria Oboe Trio, 
Lore Binon and Anouk Sturtewagen. 
Seven Tears: music of John Dowland and Tõnu Kõrvits. Peformed by Astria Oboe Trio, 
HaftCraft and Wim Maeseele. 



Uncover My Love: music of Purcell and Arnold Kasar, sonnets of William Shakespeare. 
Performed by Astria Oboe Trio, Stefaan Degand, HaftCraft and Arnold Kasar. 

More info: 

Lieve Decaluwé 
E lieve@astriamusicprojects.com – T +32 478/88 46 94 
 
or: https://www.astriamusicprojects.com 
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